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iWebGate’s Software Platform earns Highest CyberRx NIST Compliance Rating 

 

iWebGate LTD’ s software solution, LaunchPad, has earned the highest NIST Compliance Rating awarded by  

CyberRx  yesterday.   The NIST compliance evaluation determines the cybersecurity readiness of a process 

or product for formal NIST certification, per FIPS 140-2.  CyberRx’s rating assesses the identification, 

protection, detection, response and recovery capacity to cybersecurity events.  An independent third party, 

Watkins Consulting, conducted iWebGate’s cybersecurity “fitness” review in mid-June 2015. 

CyberRx is a risk intelligence (RI) service developed by award-winning IT and cybersecurity firm, e-

Management.  CyberRx combines data, techniques and knowledge to enable businesses to assess and 

proactively respond to cybersecurity risks. CyberRx automates the new NIST Cybersecurity Framework in a 

unique way that allows companies to measure their cybersecurity capabilities, quantify their potential 

financial liability, and reduce their cybersecurity risk exposure.  iWebGate’s  software solution achieved an 

impressive rating for its “fitness” test, and was able to further improve its security posture by incorporating 

recommendations suggested by Watkins Consulting. 

“We were very impressed with iWebGate’s test results, as we had not seen metrics like this before” stated 

Watkins Director James Plant.  “Equally impressive, was iWebGate’s willingness and ability to seamlessly 

and quickly integrate processes suggested by us”, he said. 

iWebGate CEO Tim Gooch lauded the opportunity provided by the software and consulting team to 

evaluate and work with iWebGate on its business processes and product.  “With the amount of R&D 

invested in our platform over the past decade, we had taken  extensive measures to ensure our product 

and business processes were fully prepared”, Gooch said. “CyberRx was an incredibly valuable tool to 

further enforce our intitiatives .  Through our teaming with Watkins, we were able to strengthen our 

position to rapidly respond to possible futre events.” 

“Understanding where your company has cybersecurity exposure is the #1 action, every business should 

take, “ asserts Ola Sage, Founder and CEO of e-Management. “Otherwise, it is likely money spent on tools 

or technologies may not be targeting the highest risk areas.”  

Highlights 

 Successful completion of the NIST Compliance (FIPS 140-2) Review 

 Highest Compliance Rating 

 Independent affirmation of iWebGate Platform value proposition, especially 

for sensitive verticals  
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CyberRx assessments, delivered through evaluations by industry experts such as Watkins Consulting, allows 

for vertical-specific applications and strategy development.  “It is also incredibly valuable for identifying 

companies such as iWebGate, who contribute so significantly to the cyber strategy of any business, 

especially sensitive market verticals such as financial services” added Plant. 

ABOUT THE COMPANIES 

e-Management is an award-winning cybersecurity and IT services firm named as the 2015 IT Company of 
the Year for Montgomery County, MD. The company’s expertise and experience is backed by a successful 
15-year record of keeping their clients prepared and secure.  A CMMI® Maturity Level 3 rated company, e-
Management’s software innovations include CyberRx for cybersecurity readiness and eGov Risk Portfolio 
Manager for enterprise risk management.  For more information about e-Management, visit them at 
www.e-mcinc.com. 

Watkins Consulting, Inc. is a management consulting firm specializing in all aspects of the Financial Services 
industry, representing the synthesis of multidisciplinary professionals in finance, accounting, bank 
regulation, economics, and information technology in order to provide a complete Risk Management and 
Evaluation solution. Their focus is on providing “results driven” industry expert analytical and management 
consulting services to financial institutions.  For more information, about Watkins Consulting, visit them at 
www.watkinsconsulting.com. 

iWebGate, LTD is a technology company pioneering the Virtualization of Network Services.  This new 
abstraction layer provides operational simplicity and new capabilities across all networks.  iWebGate’s 
segregation technology takes best practice DMZ Security and Cyber Kill Chain Processes and incorporates a 
“client delivery” model that enables secure provisioning to every segment of the market. Their software 
suite abstracts the network layer from all existing networks, allowing for internal stratification and 
endpoint security for all services and devices.  iWebGate features a patented network linking technology, 
providing next generation VPN connectivity.  All network services can be accessed via a secure, encrypted 
mobile container built for virtually every operating system and for any device: phone, tablet or laptop.  For 
more information, about iWebGate, visit them at www.iwebgate.com. 
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